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Learning Objectives:                                                 

 To develop LSRW skills among the students.  

 To comprehend the grammatical concepts.  

 To enhance the vocabulary of the students.  

 

Worksheet-3 

Q1. Fill in the blanks using suitable modals in the 

following story.  

Once upon a time, there was a hungry fox. Seeing a 

crow eating a piece of cheese, the fox thought how it would 

trick the crow. It said, "May I talk to you sir?" The crow did 

not look at the fox. The fox again said, "could you please 

pay a little attention to me? What a nice bird you are! Your 

voice is very sweet. I am sure you could sing very well." The 

crow who could not be persuaded till then, now looked at 

the fox. I would have felt flattered. The crow said to itself," I 

will show the fox how well I can sing. "it quickly put the 



 

 

piece of cheese between its claws and the branch, where it 

was sitting and started singing caw! caw! caw! The fox 

understood that it would be impossible to get the cheese. 

Therefore, he said, stop! stop! I had never heard such a 

rough song in my life. "The fox turned away and vanished 

into the jungle.  

Q2. Fill in the blanks with can, can't, could, couldn't, 

ought to, must and one of the verbs, given in the box.  

Speak drive buy follow take taste 

a. You should taste this dish. It is so delicious.  

b. It was so foggy that my father couldn't drive the 

car very fast.  

c. My neighbours could buy the tickets in advance 

so they were very happy.  

d. My teacher could speak Japanese fluently.  

e. When you are driving a car, you must follow the 

traffic rules.  

f. It was quite a bright day, so she ought to take 

many photographs.  

 

 



 

 

Q3. Read these sentences and write the function 

indicated by the highlighted modals. One has been 

done for you.  

a. My grandparents might visit us this month. 

Weak possibility  

b. How dare you to say this about me?  

c. They hardly need my guidence in this assignment.  

d. Ritika can solve this puzzle quickly.  

e. You must pay your dues in school in time. 

f. Would you like to have a cup of tea with me?  

 

Grammar around us 

 

To be done by the students based on their 

comprehension. 


